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The prediction that the combination of games and blockchain can create a huge new market 

has proven its potential through the success of several blockchain-based game projects.



However, excessive play by users and workshops seeking only P2E profits and the 

overwhelmingly high issuance volume compared to the burning amount eventually led to 

inflation. The market is now confronting crises due to reduced P2E rewards, decreased 

number of players, and the collapse of the platform economy.



This project refrains from paying unsustainable 'bait' rewards to gain short-term interest or 

platform-oriented operation methods that do not consider players or token holders. It seeks 

structural sustainability and scalability and has been developed to solve the problems of 

existing P2E projects.



SIDO aims to supply liquidity in various ways, provide guidelines, and suggest the right 

direction for the blockchain game platform in line with the company's VISION of transparency 

and fairness.



Our method is to create not only game content but also discover third-party games with a 

weak publishing base, calculate the expected growth level through active support, and 

accurately set the corresponding price. We plan to operate so as to fairly distribute the profits 

generated from significant successes of games released on the SIDO platform among the 

platform itself and the users, rather than an unbalanced structure where only other game 

developers or token holders benefit. 



In addition to the scalability to constantly attract new games through governance policies and 

token business, SIDO will do its best to serve as a stable accelerator by supporting game 

content businesses and programs.

1. Summary
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2.1. Game Market Trends
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2. Blockchain-based Gaming

SIDO

1. 국내 게임 시장은 2007년 이후 지속적인 성장을 보이며 2019년에는 15조 5,700억 원 규모로 집계


2. 2021년에는 18조 2,683억 원, 2022년에는 19조 9,125억 원에 이를 것으로 예상

국내 게임 시장 규모

Source: 20202 Korean Game White Paper (Korea Creative Content Agency, 2020), 


Reconstructed by Samjong KPMG Economic Research Institute

1. The domestic game market has shown continuous growth since 2007 and is estimated 

to mark 15.57 trillion won in 2019. 

2. The  market is s expected to reach 18.2683 trillion won in 2021 and 19.9125 trillion won 

in 2022
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The domestic game market has recorded continuous growth since 2007 and emerged as a 

large market worth 15 trillion won as of 2019, solidifying its position as an indispensable core 

industry in the content field. In particular, the widespread penetration of smartphones enabled 

the mobile game market to overtake the PC game market and is creating new growth since 

2017. The overall market size is expected to reach 18 trillion won in 2021, and 19.9 trillion won 

in 2022.

Mobile game market

Overtaking the PC Gaming Market
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Such growth is also evident in the global game market. The size of the global game market 

reached around $180 billion in 2019. It is expected to rise to approximately $239.4 billion in 

2022, recording a CAGR of 8% since 2017. The growth rate is much faster than the IT sector, 

estimated to be in the 4% range.



 In particular, in the global COVID-19 pandemic context, more people stayed indoors due to 

quarantine and social distancing, and a new form of exchange using the metaverse concept 

gained popularity. These changes made non-gamers play games in their spare time, creating a 

large number of new gamers and pushing up the sales and growth rates to exceed market 

expectations.

Source: 20202 Korean Game White Paper (Korea Creative Content Agency, 2020), 


Reconstructed by Samjong KPMG Economic Research Institute

1. The global game market size in 2019 was $186.5 billion and is expected to increase to 

$239.4 billion by 2022 .

2. The share of mobile games is expected to rise to 44.5% in 2022, and those of console and 

PC games are expected to decrease slightly.
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2.2. Contact Point of Games and Blockchain

With the popularity of the ‘metaverse’ concept, which allows you to do almost anything reality 

in a virtual space, multiplayer games best suited for its implementation naturally drew interest. 

Games where users can build economic and social functions in addition to user-to-user 

exchanges centered on basic gameplay, such as Roblox and Minecraft, received great 

attention in the market as representative players of the metaverse. Services like ZEPETO also 

appeared, focusing on user interaction and customization. 



 A representative combination of games and blockchain emerged in the process of creating a 

high-quality metaverse ecosystem. It was necessary to create something similar to actual 

goods and money in the virtual space to build a virtual space identical to the real world. 

However, items in the virtual space and in-game currency are simply records in a centralized 

server. As they could not meet the users' demands due to low utility and unclear ownership, 

discussions were made concerning solutions using blockchain.
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Cryptocurrency

(Token)

Provides full ownership

Ensures transparency 


and integrityMetaverse Transformation

NFT
Blockchain

Human

Legal tender

In-kind

Character (player)

Own currency

Digital goods

Metaverse Transformation of Major Elements of Reality and the Use of Blockchain

Reality Metaverse Game



Consequently, metaverse projects started to launch, with goods in the virtual space replaced 

by cryptocurrencies and NFTs issued and transmitted on a decentralized public blockchain 

network, unlike game money or game items that are recorded only in centralized servers with 

all ownership returning to the developers. Finally, players can use their private keys to take 

ownership of the currencies and items used in the metaverse to build a real-world economic 

system.



 The combination of cryptocurrencies, recognized for their value in a wider range, and games 

gave a certain level of value to in-game goods that have little or no value. Even a 'Play-to-Earn 

(P2E)' structure has been developed, allowing the players to earn actual rewards. Many game 

companies are preparing games that connect their IPs based on this business model.
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2.3. Case Studies of Other Projects

The prediction that the combination of games and blockchain can create a huge new market 

has proven its potential through the success of several blockchain-based game projects. A 

typical example is Axie Infinity, with just a casual UI and 2D game characters for increased 

accessibility, but popular for its P2E system that can provide significant rewards based on a 

well-designed token economy. The platform's token AXS was so successful that its market 

cap exceeded $30 billion (around KRW 36 trillion). It was proof that even a game project that 

is not AAA-grade (which requires a lot of budget and time to develop) can attract a huge 

number of users and create a unique market by effectively utilizing the Play-to-Earn (P2E) 

structure.



Since the success of Axie Infinity, blockchain-related games adopting various differentiating 

factors such as metaverse NFT real estate, character customization, and NFT items were 

continuously released. The Play-to-Earn model especially induced user inflow and active play, 

and the approach to utilize advanced-level development technology to secure 

competitiveness in other services was widely accepted. Existing game companies are 

announcing the creation of new games applying NFT, cryptocurrency, and peer-to-peer 

architecture using IP and development resources.
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Axie Infinity Intro, Game UI



The SIDO project also plans to achieve the highest level of perfection of self-developed games 

and game platform structures, working with members who have extensive experience in the 

game industry. We plan to refer to the success stories of various projects, identify limitations, 

find ways to solve fatal problems that occurred during the operation of existing services, and 

actively reflect the outcome in the platform and service and game developments.
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2.4. Major Policies and Limitations

 Projects that achieved great success showed that they largely focused their design and 

operation on rewards and scalability.



A considerable number of blockchain-linked game projects benchmark the success cases of 

platform businesses and make the game itself a platform rather than taking the conventional 

strategy to pursue short-term profits through direct sales of games or in-game goods. The 

primary goal of the projects is to secure as many players to participate in this platform as 

possible and include a variety of reward policies from design to development and operation to 

acquire a large number of users first and then implement various related businesses in the 

game, and the platform.



For such purpose, the companies started introducing a direct reward policy for the most 

important factor in scaling up the game i.e. the users, especially those who actively play the 

game. They adopted their own cryptocurrency that has a certain market value in the game. As 

a part of the cryptocurrency (token) can be utilized, it works as an incentive plan in the game 

to reward users who play the game using it.



Direct incentive policies allow the players to receive tokens or NFT items of a certain value by 

contributing to the game and platform by playing their favorite games while game operators 

were able to attract more players to the game to envision several businesses or create 

synergies that increase the value of games and companies. It was also well received since the 

method could eliminate the act of using cash to trade game items or in-game currency among 

users, which harmed game companies.



In addition to aggressive compensation policies, companies commonly attempted to achieve 

high scalability. They did not design a token or platform for a single game utilizing 

transparency and connectivity, naturally obtained characteristics while using a public 

blockchain network. The firms opted to distinguish cryptocurrency for the game platform and 

to be used in the game and introduce a structure enabling the operation of several blockchain-

linked games within the platform.
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 In configuring the platform, many made technical preparations such as developing an open 

API and even provided unconventional human, material, and technical support for new games 

to adopt their own blockchain game platform. These projects achieved great success by 

attracting several games to the platform through active investment and launching services 

based on the scalability of their own exchanges.



In summary, game companies provide various types of rewards (tokens, NFTs, items, etc.) to 

players who contribute to the game through gameplay to secure game users and facilitate 

overall platform growth in an effort to transform a simple game and item sales business into a 

platform business.



In the process, players can earn significant value cryptocurrencies just by playing the game, 

creating a positive cycle of using them back in the game for a better playing experience. 

Among the users, those interested in the potential revenue of games came up with the 

concept of 'Play-to-Earn' and proved that they can earn considerable income through 

gameplay. It became a basis for an entirely new type of game business.



However, as with most early business models, several limitations appeared during the 

operational phase, leading to controversy. In the case of the 'Axie Infinity' project, also referred 

to as a representative success case, there was a separate token called 'SLP (Smooth Love 

Potion)' that served as an in-game item and incentive besides the AXS token that serves as a 

platform token. It was issued as a reward to users who played a certain type of gameplay, 

such as winning a battle or completing a quest.

12
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Axie Infinity의 SLP 토큰 발행/소각 수량 비교 차트

 As SLP could be used for in-game functions like breeding new characters, the users had to 

burn it after such use to control excessive inflation from the issuance of rewards. Despite such 

design, excessive gameplay of users and workshops pursuing P2E profits led to 

overwhelmingly high issuance volume against burning and eventually resulted in inflation and 

falling prices. Reduced P2E rewards for users brought down the number of players, and the 

ecosystem is on the verge of collapsing.



 Although the project team avoided the worst by responding in a way that minimized concerns 

about 'unlimited issuance' while reducing the amount of SLP reward for simple play with little 

contribution to the ecosystem, it became an example showing that the business structure 

design of blockchain-related games is still underdeveloped.



 As in the case of Axie Infinity, some problems occurred in the token economy design or the 

operation of the reward system. Some services terminated without securing enough players 

due to the UI not being suitable for new users unfamiliar with the blockchain. There were also 

cases heavily denounced by players and investors for launching low-quality games combining 

a  simple P2E system and name-only NFT, taking advantage of the huge popularity of 

blockchain in the market, especially P2E and NFT technologies.
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3.1. Platform Design

Through the major policies and limitations of blockchain-related game projects identified 

earlier, the SIDO project team could clarify the factors to be considered in designing the SIDO 

platform and games that will run on the platform.

These issues greatly hinder the sustainability of blockchain-linked games and their platforms 

and are fatal because they can turn the virtuous cycle of the Play-to-Earn system built using a 

token economy into a vicious cycle. To build a sustainable and highly scalable platform, the 

SIDO team set the following key values as the core values of the platform design:

In short, this project avoids paying non-sustainable 'bait' rewards to gain short-term interest or 

an operating method that does not consider players or token holders. It is designed to 

structurally develop the platform and game to pursue sustainability and scalability to solve the 

problems of existing projects.

The following problems were identified:

3. SIDO Platform

1. Unsustainable reward system (excessive P2E rewards, etc.)


2. Business operations not considering players or token holders (token dumping, fee-for-

service, etc.) 


3. High barriers to entry, requiring an understanding of blockchain technology


4. Low content volume and low game quality


1. Establish a sustainable reward system through precise token economy and system design


2. Operate a stable token economy, service, and business considering all participants on the 

platform


3. Low barriers to entry, allowing general game players to participate without discomfort


4. Provide high game quality and enjoyment of gameplay, and secure expandability to 

increase content volume



3.1.1. Service Structure

The SIDO platform consists of the main services SIDO Exchange, SIDO Wallet, and SIDO ID, 

and the component SIDO Token, a cryptocurrency usable in various places, including 

platforms and games. SIDO games linked to the SIDO platform may contain their own game 

tokens and game item NFTs, all usable within the SIDO platform.



Each service in the platform helps users use blockchain-related functions while playing SIDO 

games and forms a game-linked ecosystem through transactions and collections. It serves as 

a means to connect these services and the games and as a key commodity for service use.



Various types of games, including first-party games directly developed by the SIDO team, 

second-party games provided by game developers in strategic partnerships, and third-party 

games that voluntarily participate in the SIDO ecosystem, will be provided in connection with 

the services of the SIDO platform. The game is designed to create synergy to increase the 

demand for SIDO platform services and the influx of new games.
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Major Services of the SIDO Ecosystem

Blockchain Network

SIDO
Exchange

SIDO
API

SIDO
Wallet & ID SIDOToken

Platform

Player Game 

provider

Game Token Game Item NFT

SIDO Game



SIDO Wallet & SIDO ID
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Example of the SIDO Wallet Interface

Example of the SIDO Wallet process

In-Game PointGame Play
User

SIDO Wallet

Game Token

SIDO Coin
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Game Token

Individual tokens for each game used in the SIDO game. Exchangeable with other tokens 

through the SIDO Wallet

In-Game Point

Points used in the SIDO game

Acquisition

Acquiring Game Token & In-Game Point through gameplay

Removal

Removing Game Token through game content (enhancement, participation in competitions, etc.)

SIDO Wallet : coin swap

Users can swap with other coins registered in the SIDO Wallet

Cryptocurrency Exchange

Coins listed on both the SIDO Wallet and Cryptocurrency Exchange can be transferred 

between SIDO Wallet and Exchange.

 SIDO Wallet is a wallet service for users to access the SIDO platform and related services. It 

supports major standard tokens and assets such as KIP-7, KIP-17, enabling the users to store 

them conveniently and safely, all at once. SIDO Wallet is provided through convenient 

interfaces like applications, and the users can check their game items directly through the 

integrated game content API of the SIDO platform.



Moreover, the wallet does not use a centralized server or account and operates in a 

decentralized way that authenticates through the user's private key. This improves the 

security of high-value game tokens, SIDO tokens, game NFTs, etc. for safer management and 

also returns the ownership of accounts and digital assets to the users fully, laying the 

foundation for a more decentralized SIDO ecosystem.



A supplementary service called 'SIDO ID' using the SIDO Wallet’s private key-based 

authentication method will be provided later for the private key and address to be used to 

authenticate user accounts in various SIDO-related games and services as well.
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 SIDO ID is a decentralized ID (DID) service that works with the services of the SIDO platform 

and SIDO ecosystem, from game login to the use of decentralized exchanges. It provides 

next-generation authentication and account functions that break away from the centralized 

game account management method, helping to access multiple games and SIDO platform 

services through an integrated account with one user authentication.



SIDO Exchange

 SIDO Exchange is a service where SIDO platform users and SIDO game players will be most 

active regarding tokens and NFTs. It provides the ability to trade tokens and NFTs with various 

cryptocurrencies and a swap function between SIDO tokens and game tokens. 



 Users can convert various types of assets into cryptocurrencies through the general trading 

function and also exchange high-value game items NFTs in the game using their 

cryptocurrencies. Designed to circulate various game-related goods within the SIDO platform by 

providing a free transaction function, this service will be a key element in providing appropriate 

compensation for contribution, an essential element of the Play-to-earn system. 



 We plan to provide preferential support for the trade of game tokens and NFTs of second-party 

games in strategic partnerships with first-party games among SIDO games. It will serve as a 

basis for creating a virtuous cycle that can contribute to the SIDO ecosystem.  



 To take advantage of these strengths, we also have plans to run a ' game token swap' program 

to allow swapping tokens in a specified quantity and period for games with a large number of 

users or games with stable game token values and verified future operation plans.
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SIDO Exchange’s General trading and Game Token Swap Interfaces
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The diagram above shows interactions between the SIDO game and the main services 

described earlier form an organic structure.



 Starting with the SIDO Wallet, users can access their private key, authenticate their game 

account or link multiple games through SIDO ID, an authentication system associated with the 

Wallet, and safely store and transfer the game tokens and NFTs acquired through gameplay to 

SIDO Wallet.



 The SIDO tokens, game tokens, and game item NFTs are tradable and exchangeable in various 

ways on the SIDO Exchange. It is also possible to use SIDO Tokens for better service or 

standardized exchange.



  As game service providers use SIDO tokens to provide blockchain-linked game services 

through the SIDO API, it contains a constant demand increase structure from growing services 

and expansion of the game pool.

SIDO

Interaction of Services in the SIDO Ecosystem

Game Token Game Item NFT

SIDO Game

SIDO
Wallet

SIDO
ID

SIDO
Exchange SIDOToken

Game account 

authentication, 

interconnection Game Token / NFT


storage and transmission

Trade 

function

Core

commodity

SIDO



3.1.2. Technical Structure

The services of the elaborately designed SIDO platform require many blockchain linkage-

based technologies. It is essential for numerous SIDO games that need the linkage to have a 

stable and concise blockchain and the SIDO platform connection method to develop the major 

functions.  



 Providing a convenient and reliable connection method that can solve these requirements 

utilizing the high level of technology of the SIDO team was identified as an essential element 

for achieving scalability, one of the core values set in designing this project. Thus, the 

technical infrastructure was designed to allow the use of the main features by paying SIDO, 

and it consisted of two types of layers.
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Final Service

Blockchain Network

SIDO Game SIDO Exchange / Wallet / ID

Gameplay Engine Asset Engine Authentication Engine

SIDO Platform layer

Game Token

Interface

NFT

Interface

Account

Interface

SIDO
Token Interface

Blockchain interface layer



The two layers are; the SIDO platform layer connected to the final services as SIDO games and 

SIDO Exchange, providing major functions quickly and processing key data before 

constructing a blockchain request; and the blockchain interface layer directly connected to 

the blockchain network, handling cryptocurrencies such as game tokens and SIDO tokens, as 

well as NFTs and user signatures using private keys.
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SIDO Platform Layer

 The SIDO platform layer provides APIs to the final services of the SIDO ecosystem and is 

connected to services such as SIDO games, SIDO Exchange, SIDO Wallet, and SIDO ID. Similar 

functions have been grouped within this layer to implement three processing engines.



  The Authentication Engine provides functionality related to the user or player authentication. 

Typically, SIDO games require players to authenticate their account through SIDO ID. The engine 

then processes the APIs, from the authentication API that can obtain user identification 

information, signature API that enables additional user authentication with signatures using 

private keys, tokens, and NFTs, and transaction signature APIs that can finally approve 

transactions.



 The Gameplay Engine rapidly handles SIDO gameplay-related content. This engine processes 

the gameplay record API for recording basic gameplay history on the blockchain through the 

game administrator account, the gameplay history inquiry API for viewing existing gameplay 

records for rewards and others, and the game player API for reading and modifying user account 

information.



 Asset Engine is used to manage various kinds of commodities, from SIDO tokens and game 

tokens to game item NFTs. It processes the reward API for paying Play-to-earn rewards to 

players who contributed to the game through regular play as well as the main functions as the 

issuance, inquiry, and transmission of game tokens and the issuance and inquiry of game NFTs. 

A very high level of security system is applied, given its importance.
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SIDO Platform Layer Structure

Gameplay Engine Asset Engine Authentication Engine

SIDO Platform Layer



Blockchain Interface Layer

 The blockchain interface layer serves as an interface that receives and records the parts that 

require final blockchain records among user requests processed through the SIDO platform layer 

and provides key blockchain information to the SIDO platform layer. This layer consists of four 

types of Web3 interfaces and handles the final processing of main service data based on a 

stable blockchain connection.



  SIDO Token Interface (SIDO Token Interface) and Game Token Interface (Game Token 

Interface) are responsible for verifying the final processed token issuance, token transfer, and 

token burning in the Authentication Engine or Asset Engine, and recording them on the 

blockchain for final execution. It also records transactions such as inquiring the number of game 

tokens a user has, purchasing items using game tokens, and providing token linkage functions 

like SIDO token swap and balance inquiry.



  The NFT Interface processes requests related to the issuance and use of NFTs received from 

the Gameplay Engine and Asset Engine and provides the function to read the NFT information 

recorded on the blockchain to read the user's NFT information or provide new NFTs, etc. It 

provides roles as processing NFT transport transactions approved by the Authentication Engine 

as well.



  The Account Interface transmits and records data related to user accounts when using the 

SIDO platform and SIDO games, including verification of user signatures from all the engines.
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3.2. Casual Meta-verse Games

The games to be serviced in connection with the SIDO platform will be composed mainly of 

casual games with relatively simple controls and low barriers to entry or metaverse games that 

can actively utilize the advantages of blockchain linkage.

 The basic ecosystem structure of games will consist of a circular structure as in the diagram 

above. Within this structure, players can use their SIDO tokens to purchase in-game items to 

play the game and earn in-game points as rewards for active gameplay, such as fulfilling 

certain conditions, achieving rankings, and winning events.



 In-game points can be used for activities (reinforcement, combination, etc.) related to game 

items and are exchangeable for game tokens under certain conditions. While in-game points 

are not recorded on the blockchain and operated based on relatively relaxed rules, game 

tokens are cryptocurrencies recorded on the blockchain and operated based on the strict 

economic design of game operators.
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 Game Tokens can be stored in the SIDO Wallet and used for NFT item exchange, in-game 

point exchange, and decentralized transactions through user-to-user transfer. Therefore, it is 

used as a means to build an independent ecosystem in various forms, such as allowing game 

operators to provide incentives for players who contributed to the promotion of the game or to 

use them for in-game item trading.



  Various games are expected to be proposed based on this SIDO platform structure that can 

create diverse blockchain-based games. We will introduce the first-party games that the SIDO 

team, which actively utilized this structure, is preparing.
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3.2.1. MFL (Major Fishing League NFT)
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MFL is a casual fishing game service with low entry barriers to be serviced in connection with 

the SIDO platform. The overview of the MFL game service is as follows.

MFL Game Service Overview

SIDO wallet

More Rare Fish, More Token, More Unique Rod

Cash

User  Buy Rod Tuning 

& Upgrade

In-Game PointFishing Fish tank

Misson

Tournament

Sale

MFL Coin

SIDO Coin

SIDO Coin
Governance token

Rare Rod Exchanges

Staking, Voting rights
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MFL game service users can start gameplay in full-scale on purchasing the Rod, the basic 

equipment for P2E. Players can conduct various events such as collecting rare fish species 

and upgrading NFT equipment while performing the given quests. The game tokens obtained 

by playing can be used to purchase new NFT equipment or start synthesizing with the piece 

of equipment to further improve the value of the items.

Randomly added performance when synthesizing NFT equipment rapidly increases the 

probability of catching rare fish species and directly leads to actual profits. Users can keep the 

fish in their aquarium and watch it or increase the sales value by raising them twice as large. 

Users can constantly experience content like creating new NFT items by synthesizing several 

types of equipment parts.



Tokens used for purchasing/synthesizing and using various contents are burned. We intend to 

indirectly reward cryptocurrency owners to reduce the total token supply for a stable token 

ecosystem. For example, synthesizing a rod NFT item will create one improved NFT by 

synthesizing two NFT items. Therefore, the tokens used to purchase NFTs will naturally be 

burned.
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Paid content such as a fishing ground for catching rare fish species will be provided to 

diversify the content. Players acquiring rare fish species will be rewarded, while 

simultaneously burning the game tokens for using the fishing grounds to balance the token 

circulation. Furthermore, regular tournament events will be held to match the private rewards 

of participants and the ratio of token consumption activities to participate.
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The following are examples of each token usage and in-game business model.

 We plan to host a SIDO Wallet pre-creation event to attract early users to promote the 

ecosystem at the beginning of the service. After creating the basic SIDO wallet account, the 

user proceeds to link the account to the 'Hot-wallet.' We will actively facilitate the initial game 

ecosystem through wallet creation events (NFT airdrop) as above.



 Users transact KIP-7 secured through hot-wallets such as Metamask with SIDO wallet. The 

KIP-7 secured in the SIDO wallet can be used to participate in various upcoming events and 

purchase privileges.

SIDO Wallet Pre-Creation Event

MFL Homepage

Advance reservation 

Service (MFL)

?

3,000 NFT’s
Random Rod

SIDO walletUser  Creat Account

Hot wallet
Ex ) Metamask
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NFT NFT New Stat Imposition

 The synthesis system is expected to increase the fun of various uses and collections as users 

can create a new, higher-grade NFT-equipment by combining two NFT-equipment they have. 

Users can enhance the equipment value by creating a piece of one-and-only equipment with 

random stats and additional options. It will be unique content for users as there will be a piece 

of special hidden equipment that can only be obtained through synthesis.



 For the synthesis system, the NFT equipment will not be burned for users to engage in active 

synthesis activities with the number of synthesis times limited to prevent any indiscriminate 

synthesis.



 We intend to create a sound game ecosystem that encourages collection activities rather 

than speculative activities by allowing only NFT-equipment to be consumed for making one's 

own collection book.

Synthesis System
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Users can freely trade equipment acquired via the purchase or synthesis system with other 

users through the SIDO NFT marketplace by paying a certain amount of the transaction fee.

SIDO NFT Marketplace



3.2.2. MGL (Major Golf League NFT)
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MGL is a casual golf game service with low entry barriers to be serviced later in connection 

with the SIDO platform.


The overview of the MGL game service is as follows.



MFL game service users can start gameplay in full-scale on purchasing the golf club, the basic 

equipment for P2E. Players can conduct various events such as 1:1 match play and multi-user 

stroke play while performing the given quests. The game tokens obtained by playing can be 

used to purchase new NFT equipment or start synthesizing with the piece of equipment to 

further improve the value of the items.
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Randomly added performance when synthesizing NFT equipment rapidly increases the 

probability of winning the competition and directly leads to actual profits. It provides a high-

quality game environment realizing famous golf courses around the world and unpredictable 

play from unknown weather conditions. New content can be constantly created using the 

synthesis function of at least 7 NFT equipment parts, including golf balls, caddy items, etc. 
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Paid content such as driver long-hitting competitions will be provided to diversify the content. 

Players acquiring rare fish species will be rewarded, while simultaneously burning the game 

tokens for participating in the competition to balance the token circulation. Furthermore, 

regular tournament events will be held to match the private rewards of participants and the 

ratio of token consumption activities to participate. 



The following are examples of each token usage and in-game business model. (to be updated 

during development)

Tokens used for purchasing/synthesizing and using various contents are burned. We intend to 

indirectly reward cryptocurrency owners to reduce the total token supply for a stable token 

ecosystem. For example, synthesizing a rod NFT item will create one improved NFT by 

synthesizing two NFT items. Therefore, the tokens used to purchase NFTs will naturally be 

burned.




3.2.3. MHL (Major Hunting League NFT)
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 MHL is a hunting action NFT game service to be serviced in connection with the SIDO 

platform.  


The overview of the MHL game service is as follows.



 MHL game service users can start gameplay in full-scale on purchasing the hunting gun NFT 

for entering the P2E hunting world. Players can purchase and own sniper rifles and various 

firearms as well as hunting guns and sports guns and can use them to enjoy hunting activities 

in the hunting world.



Users must explore the world to hunt the mission target and can obtain game tokens by 

accurately hunting the target, avoiding the threat of the beasts making pre-emptive attacks. 



 The game tokens obtained by playing personal hunting, competitions, etc. can be used to 

purchase new NFT equipment or start synthesizing with the piece of equipment to further 

improve the value of the items.
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 Performance that helps hunting activities improves when upgrading the NFT equipment for 

hunting stronger and quicker targets and directly leads to actual profits. You can experience 

the rugged terrain and jungle, difficult for ordinary people to access, through realistic graphics, 

providing new fun through various natural environment changes.



Unique firearms consisting of various combinations of parts such as barrel, magazine, trigger, 

butt, scope, etc. are provided as NFTs. Additional hunting gear such as choke, bullet belt, 

cover, telescope, waterproof fluid, and searchlight improves hunting & target search 

performance. Content can be created constantly with the options to respond to environmental 

changes and the consumables provided continuously.

Therefore, tokens used for contents will be burned and we intend to indirectly reward 

cryptocurrency owners to reduce the total token supply for a stable token ecosystem. 



The following are examples of each token usage and in-game business model. (to be updated 

during development)
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3.3. Differences and Competitiveness

 The SIDO platform and games have advantages different from existing services that 

experienced various structural problems. One of such elements is the token ecosystem 

structure directly connecting the growing ecosystem and the increasing SIDO token demands 

by using the SIDO platform API to provide blockchain-based game services and have the 

users pay the usage fee with SIDO tokens. The structure addressed the major operational 

issue that several blockchain-based game projects suffered from poor token demand 

compared to excessive rewards..



 There were cases where the importance of gameplay and rewards changed frequently due to 

macros and workshops, forcing most players to play games that were close to simple labor 

using game contribution rewards as bait. We organized hyper-casual metaverse games that 

actively target hobbies with an established significant market such as fishing and golf as a 

first-party pool of SIDO games and provide high-quality NFT equipment. Thus, the games 

increase the potential of active participation of most players through item trading, long-time 

play, etc., equipped with gameplay and fun elements different from other projects by providing 

gameplay-oriented user experiences.



  Another great advantage is that the SIDO ecosystem separates SIDO tokens, game tokens, 

and in-game points and has a commodity structure allowing game operators to independently 

design and operate the economy of game tokens and in-game points. As in the case of Axie 

Infinity mentioned earlier, some projects that unified the tokens for commodity and rewards in 

the games and cryptocurrency used for services other than the games or that introduced a 

structure with the same economy suffered from a minor error during the operation causing 

damage to the entire ecosystem. The SIDO structure could share the benefits from growth 

and minimize the risk from spreading as it enables economic operation appropriate for the 

characteristics of each stage and is possible to respond at the level of an individual 

commodity in case any problem occurs.
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  The operation will also become more decentralized and participant-friendly through 

governance, opinion listening, and voting within the SIDO platform. This prevents problems 

that could arise from a central decision-maker with powerful authority making decisions that 

do not consider ecosystem participants, as was the case with the W**** token controversy. 

We created a structure where the growth of individual games leads to the growth of the entire 

platform by providing SIDO tokens paid by game operators to use the SIDO platform API back 

to platform participants as a reward.
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4.1. Utilization of Tokens

4. SIDO Token

The potential for utilization of each SIDO Token function was covered earlier in describing the 

SIDO platform, its main services, and SIDO games. The above diagram summarizing the overall 

uses of SIDO Token shows that the token can be utilized in more diverse ways and that each 

use and usage method is connected with SIDO Token and created an integrated ecosystem.



 It is a differentiating factor from the existing one-dimensional structure where only game 

tokens with a simple purpose were continuously issued as Play-to-Earn rewards, ultimately 

failing to create continuous demand. In the SIDO platform, tokens can be used for functions 

like voting and profile customization, supported in a wide range of uses from game item 

purchases to trading, and utilized to increase the value of the platform and tokens, including 

business program support. Therefore, it is possible to operate a sustainable token ecosystem.



The detailed methods and examples per usage are as follows.

SIDOToken

SIDO Token Utilization Diagram

Game Token Swap program SIDO Platform

SIDO 

Games

SIDO Games

SIDO 

Exchange

Crypto 

Exchanges

Otehr 

Cryptocurrency

Game Item NFT

Tradeable in various ecosystems

Participation in limited 

swap programs

Voting, customizing, 

service usage fee, etc.

Market trade Token business utilization

Game item purchase, 

paid service use, 

customizing, etc.
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SIDO Platform

- Promising game and policy voting function on the platform (SIDO reward provided)


- User profile customization function


- Participation in paid subscription services to be released in the future


- Storing and transferring tokens to SIDO Wallet 


- Used as a payment method for API usage fees for SIDO games

SIDO Exchange

- Transactions with other cryptocurrencies


- Direct transaction with SIDO game item NFT


- Limited game token exchange through swap program

SIDO Game

- Purchase in-game items or participate in NFT Minting


- Use of paid services in the game (customization, VIP service, etc.)


- Payment of fees for blockchain-linked operations

 This project is designed to maintain continuous demand for SIDO tokens by providing multiple 

usage methods as above. It adopted a structure that separates in-game tokens that can be 

built, issued, and distributed under an independent token economy in the game and platform 

tokens with a greater value that can be widely used in the entire service.



  This added autonomy to game design by allowing the two tokens to have independent token 

economies and policies while preventing the problems of individual games from adversely 

affecting the entire ecosystem. The success of the game was directed to increase the 

demand for SIDO games and services and SIDO tokens through linked services, thereby 

increasing the overall value.
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  In addition, we could solve the problems of existing projects by making it possible to trade 

game tokens with other cryptocurrencies or exchange with relatively high-value SIDOs within 

a limited pool to help maintain a certain level of play-to-earn revenue. The business strategic 

use of tokens through the SIDO business program is covered separately in the section below.
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4.2. Token Business

 The services that increase the utilization of the SIDO token and create continuous demand 

were introduced earlier in the document. The SIDO team established a token business 

strategy to maximize the advantage of issuing its own token. As in the diagram above, the 

strategy is to provide active support to rapidly improve the competitiveness of the platform 

and the SIDO games using SIDO Token allocated to the team and the SIDO Token allocated to 

the SIDO ecosystem pool.



  The SIDO ecosystem promotion program targets potentially highly successful indie game 

developers or ecosystem participants without a business relationship with the SIDO team yet. 

About 35% of the SIDO ecosystem pool will be allocated for this program. The tokens 

allocated to the program will be used to provide various forms of support to those with high 

growth potential from among the teams that launched or are developing third-party 'SIDO 

games' linked to the SIDO platform by evaluating the completeness of the games and the 

number of users.


Team allocation SIDO

SIDO Token Business Diagram

First-party Games

Second-party Games SIDO strategic 

support program

SIDO Overall game pool

SIDO Studios

Strategic Alliance

SIDO ecosystem pool

Third-party

Games

SIDO

ecosystem promotion


program
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  The SIDO Strategic Support Program provides additional support through strategic 

partnerships for projects with excellent game quality, a large number of active users, a certain 

level of on-chain performance, or projects achieving top voting positions on the platform. 

About 65% of the SIDO ecosystem pool will be allocated for this program and the token will be 

used to accelerate both games and game tokens, from additional PR support to SIDO 

Exchange support.
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We will provide a wide range of basic but essential support to various third-party games while 

expanding the game ecosystem and securing diversity. A small number of projects verified in 

the market with quantitative indicators will be promoted to second parties and receive 

intensive project advising, cooperation and support through strategic alliances.



  Games selected for the SIDO ecosystem activation program go through a verification process 

for the game tokens to be added to the SIDO Wallet and receive approval to use the SIDO ID 

for game user authentication. Basic technical support is provided to enable smooth 

connection with the main services of the SIDO platform and may get opportunities to promote 

the third-party game regularly.

Second-party Games Third-party Games

SIDO Exchange

volume, user increase

SIDO Token

demand and 


usage increase

Secure outstanding

game pool,


Virtuous circulation 

structure enabling 


ecosystem expansion

Benefits and Effects of the Support Program

List game tokens in

SIDO Exchange

Game token - Provide SIDO

Token swap function

Technical, 

business cooperation

Provide active PR benefits

SIDO Strategic 

support program

Add game tokens to

SIDO Wallet

Basic technical support

SIDO ID support

Provide PR opportunities

SIDO ecosystem 
promotion program
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  Games that have achieved significant growth in the third-party phase will obtain special 

strategic alliance opportunities. In this process, such games can flexibly negotiate fee rates 

and game token options with the SIDO team and major services. The SIDO strategic support 

program will start once all conditions are arranged. The SIDO team not only lists the game 

tokens of the game on the SIDO Exchange using the allocated tokens but also provides close 

technical and business cooperation and active PR benefits. If liquidity and transaction volume 

are sufficient, a swap interface between game tokens and SIDO Tokens may be provided on a 

limited basis.



This project establishes a token utilization business policy with active and clear standards and 

guidelines to secure business competitiveness to avoid the situation faced by many projects 

with unsustainable business models due to unconditional or passive support.



  We further plan to build a first-party ecosystem centered on self-developed games without 

relying on third-party games to show the optimal reference structure for utilizing the SIDO 

platform and to facilitate the initial SIDO platform by providing games with the highest level of 

completeness. 



  We will keep the overall business and support programs sustainable by calculating the 

expected growth level through team and platform unit support and setting the corresponding 

price accurately in supporting SIDO games. Our operation will be oriented to fairly distribute 

the profits generated from the great success of SIDO games to the SIDO platform and users, 

rather than an imbalanced structure where only other game developers or token holders 

benefit..



  In addition to the scalability that can continuously attract new games through these policies 

and token business, we will do our best to secure sustainability to enable the long-term 

operation of the business and the support program.
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5.1. Basic Information

5. Token Economy

Basic Token Information

토큰 심볼 (티커)

SIDO토큰 이름

토큰 표준, 기반 네트워크 KIP-7, Cypress Mainnet (Klaytn)

최초 유통량 400,000,000 SIDO

최대 발행량 5,000,000,000 SIDO

토큰 컨트랙트 N/A
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5.2. Token Allocation and Distribution

Classification Quantity Percentage Lockup schedule Details

1,000,000,000 20%
Game pre-registration events and 

ecosystem establishmentUnlockSale

1,500,000,000

500,000,000

500,000,000

500,000,000

500,000,000

250,000,000

250,000,000

5,000,000,000

30%

10%

10%

10%

10%

5%

5%

100%

Allocation to build a blockchain ecosystem60 months in 

equal installments

Allocation for platform promotion and 

various events

Allocation for ecosystem expansion 

through various partnerships

Platform operation and development

Held by the foundation for emergencies

Provide to contributors to platform development 

and performance

Provided to contributors who worked hard to 

build an ecosystem

60 months in 

equal installments

Unlock

60 months in 

equal installments

Unlock

1 year lockup, 36 months in 

equal installments

1 year lockup, 36 months in 

equal installments

Ecosystem

Marketing

Partnership

Foundation

&Operation

Reserve

Team

Advisor

Total

250,000,000

0

1,500,000,000

1,000,000,000

500,000,000

Sale

20%

Ecosystem

30%

Marketing

10%

Partnership

10%

Foundation 

& Operation

10%

Reserve

10%

Team

5%

Advisor

5%
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6. Roadmap

2022 Develop the blockchain interface layer

Develop the SIDO platform layer

Develop the SIDO platform API and conduct connection test

Launch the landing homepage

1Q

2023 Major Golf League Global Launching1H

Major Hunting League Global Launching2H

Issue SIDO tokens

Launch SIDO Wallet & SIDO ID

Launch SIDO Exchange

SIDO marketing

SIDO open-build freezing

Launch SIDO game MFL Global

2Q

SIDO game MGL Global to be launched

Launch SIDO Marketplace

Discuss launch of Third-Party games in the SIDO platform

Launch SIDO NFT minting service

3Q

SIDO game MGL Global to be launched

Discuss launch of Third-Party games in the SIDO platform

4Q~
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MFL Game Development Timeline

2021

2022

Set initial team

Advance the planning

4Q Team set Game Design

Architecture & framework

Basic gameplay cycle

Basic commodity system

Gacha and store

Fishing system

Rods and equipment

Regular fish species and rewards

Rare fish species and function establishment

Aquarium function

1Q

Login/Other API & NFT SDK

QA

Global launching

Balance, sound, UX polishing

Start SIDO Wallet pre-creation event

2Q

Championship (competition) mode


Fishing point license (New fishing ground open)
3Q

In-game auction (Only game DB)


Equipment research system (Enhancement, synthesis system)


VIP system


1:1 play system

4Q



Sion Sogang Univ. / Multimedia

Tigerclaw Inc. / CTO

Over 15+years of game development experience

- T3 Entertainment / Head of Dev.


- WONCOMZ / Leader of Dev.
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7. Team Members

Classification Name Experience

Team Head Bentley Kyunghee Univ.

Tigerclaw Inc. / Vice-President

Over 15+ years of corporate investment 

experience

- DB Financial Investment Co., Ltd. / 


Investment Banking Division


- DLAB Ventures Co., Ltd. / Venture Capital 

Division


- Kailas Private Equity Inc. / PEF Division


Team Member Kyle UC Berkeley MBA

NFTee Inc. / CEO & Founder

Over 21+ years of Silicon Valley IT experience 


Proven track record of delivering top quality IT 

products

CISCO, Adobe, Vmware
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Team Member Knox Sogang Univ. / Multimedia

Tigerclaw Inc. / Project Manager

Over 10+years of game development experience

- NC Soft / Game Contents Development


- T3 Entertainment / Game Contents 

Development


Advisor Robertino 

Benis

University of Zagreb


MS, Applied Mathematics & Computer Science

NFTee Inc. / CTO & Co-Founder

- Top ranked in ‘98 Microsoft coding 

competition in Hungary – hired by Microsoft 

after the competition


- Intel Excellence Award: Opensource SW/HW 

promotion

Microsoft, Adobe, Intel, Vmware

Jack Kolb UC Berkeley / PhD / Computer Science

Lecturer / Univ. of Minnesota / 


Computer Science

- Blockchain Smart Contract expert

- Research and Developed Next Generation 


Smart Contract language, Quartz

UC Berkeley

Classification Name Experience
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Advisor Yonsei Univ. / Accounting

Shinhyun Accounting Corp. / CEO / chief 

accountant

CPA, CFA(Chartered Financial Analyst)

Yoshihisa 

Kuroda

IPO Capital Partners Ltd. / CEO

- Softbank Corp. / Partner

- He has played a leading role in the securities 


and financial markets for over 30 years


- He is an IPO specialist who also deals with 

raising funds from overseas markets and other 

sources while also conducting capital increase 
arrangements and advising M&A’s

- IPO Securities Co., Ltd. / Founder

Jongwoo, Han

Classification Name Experience

UC Berkeley / PhD / Computer Science

Lecturer / Univ. of Minnesota / 


Computer Science

- Blockchain Smart Contract expert

- Research and Developed Next Generation 


Smart Contract language, Quartz

UC Berkeley



 The Vision Paper aims to provide information, and the details contained in this Vision Paper 

are only an indicator.



This vision paper is not a plan for securities issuance, does not induce investment, nor 

recommends the issuance or purchase of securities, and should not be read as investment 

advice, solicitation, or direction in any form. Therefore, participants shall clearly be aware that 

tokens (coins) do not mean securities and that this vision paper is not for issuance of 

securities nor the tokens (coins) to be released by the SIDO project are given any kind of profit 

dividend or voting rights and should refrain from participation for the above purpose.



 While the SIDO project continues to conduct a legal review of the vision paper contents, it 

does not guarantee the legality of this vision paper, non-infringement of third parties rights, 

retention of commercially useful value, and integrity of the vision paper contents of this vision 

paper and does not hold any binding power concerning the contents of this vision paper on 

the SIDO Project, its affiliates, and its participants.



 The SIDO project does not bear any compensation, indemnification, or other liabilities for any 

form of damage, loss, debt, etc., caused by an investor reading this vision paper and making a 

decision or using this vision paper and does not guarantee or ensure future profits or losses 

resulting from token (coin) transactions related to this vision paper.


Participants should consult with other experts of law, finance, tax, etc. for advice and then 

decide to participate at their own risk before participating in the activities according to the 

vision paper.



 At this point, the SIDO Project does not guarantee the future developments of products and 

services to be provided by the SIDO Project in any content contained in this Vision Paper, and 

the roadmap presented in the Vision Paper are only references for the development of 

products and services to be provided by the SIDO Project and are subject to change 

according to the circumstances of the SIDO project.


8. Disclaimer
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  Token (coin) transaction participants in the SIDO project must not provide, distribute, resell, 

or transfer SIDO project tokens (coin) to citizens, natural persons, or legal entities (hereafter 

“Limited Participants”) in areas where digital token (coin) transactions are prohibited or 

restricted. Limited Participants cannot participate in the transaction of tokens (coins) related 

to the vision paper.



  Please note that any liability arising from the intervention of the Limited Participants rests 

with the Limited Participant or the person providing, distributing, reselling, or transferring to 

the Limited Participant.



 Token (coin) transaction participants in the SIDO project must not provide, distribute, resell, or 

transfer SIDO project tokens (coin) to citizens, natural persons, or legal entities (hereafter 

“Limited Participants”) in areas where digital token (coin) transactions are prohibited or 

restricted. Limited Participants cannot participate in the transaction of tokens (coins) related 

to the vision paper.



  Please note that any liability arising from the intervention of the Limited Participants rests 

with the Limited Participant or the person providing, distributing, reselling, or transferring to 

the Limited Participant.



 The SIDO project may refuse token (coins) purchase requests anytime if the identity 

information provided by the person intending to participate in the token (coin) transaction 

related to this vision paper is insufficient, inaccurate, or otherwise misleading, or if the person 

is presumed to be a Limited Participant.  Furthermore, you shall not participate in token (coin) 

transactions with funds for proceeds from crimes such as drug dealing, money laundering, or 

financing terrorism.
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 For purchase of tokens (coins) by a Limited Participant or purchases for illegal and 

unauthorized funds and purposes, transactions may be prohibited and restricted anytime, and 

purchases of such tokens (coins) may be canceled or nullified. It is the participant's own 

judgment to determine whether tokens (coins) can be legally purchased in the participant's 

region and whether tokens (coins) can be resold to other buyers in a specific region. This 

vision paper does not provide a basis for such a judgment, and the SIDO project does not take 

any responsibility for the wrong judgment of the participants.



 This Vision Paper and relevant documents may be translated into Korean language 

documents, and where any discrepancy arises between the Korean and English versions, the 

English version shall prevail. The scope of indemnity of the SIDO project is not limited to the 

details mentioned above.
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